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ABSTRACT
EmcT!Jing dala stnm.m processing systems rely on windowing
/0 enable em-lhe-fly processing oj continuous queries Dvcr
unbounded streams. A~' a resuU, swe1ll.1 recent efforL<; have

developed window-aware implemcrltations of Query operators
such as joins Gnd ag,qregates. 'This focus em individual operators, however, ignores the larger issuc of how to coordinate
the pipelined execution of such operators when combined into
a full windowed query plan. In this paper, we first show how
the slmightjonJJurn application oj traditional pipclincd que111
processing techniques to sliding window queries call I"CSlllt
in inefficient and incorrect behavior. We then present three
alternative execution techniques that guarantee correct behamor Jar pipelined sliding window querie.~ and develop new
algorilhms for correclly evaluating window-based duplicateelimination, Group-By and Set operators in lhis context.
We implemented all of the~'e teclmiques in a prololype data
stream system and report lhe results of a detailed performance study of the system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Data stream applications such as network monitoring, on·
line transaction flow analysis, and sensor proccssing pose
tremendous challengcs for datab[l.5e systems. One major
challenge is the development of techniqucs for providing contillllOlISly updating answers to standing queries over potentially unbounded streams. The basic approach for addressing this challenge is the introduction of windows for queries.
Window clauses added to standing queries define a continuous segmenting of the input data streams. At any instant,
the window defines the set of tuples that must be considered
by the query in order to produce an output. The continuo
ous application of window cla\lSC5 a." new data arrives at the
query processor results in an incremental processing of input
dala streams. Combined with various types of non-blocking
query operalors, this incremental processing results ill a system that can continuously provide query answers on-the-fly,
even when the input streams arc effectively never-ending.
A number of recent research efforts have introduced algorithms for windowed versions of one or more relational
operators [3, 6, 9, 20, 22J. Current techniques, however, are
limited in two crucial aspects: First, algorithms have been
propo:;ed for only a few query operators such us window
join [6, 14] and various windowed aggregates [10, 13, 2<1].
Second, the focus has been on the execution of individual

operators, and thus, the interaction of multiple operators in
a pipelilled query plan has largely been ignored.

1.1

Considering Query Plans

In this paper, we examine this larger context of windowedquery processing over data streams. When considering Full
query plans (i.e., pipelines of operators) there are several
key fadors that need to be addressed:
• How time progresses - In a query plan, the operator that ultimately generates the output (i.e., at the
top of the plan) may be separated from the operators
that initially receive the input data streams (i.e.) at
the bottom of the plan) by a number of intermediate
operators, The propagation (or lack thereof) of inPllt
event." throllgh the plan can impact the windowed behavior of the output.
• Delays in the pipeline - Differences in scheduling or
required work at various operators and subtrccs will
cause different purts of the plan to make progress at
different rntc.<;, therehy complicating the progression of
windows through time.
• Actions to take when tuples arrive - \Vhen operators arc arranged in a pipeline, the correct execution of
a given operator depends on the correct execution of it."
children. Thus, operators must correctly communicate
events to their parents. Some of the required actions
may be non-obvious. For example, when a MINUS operator receives a new tuple on its right-hand input, it
may need to emit a "negative tuple" indicating to its
parents that a tuple that was formerly emitted is no
longer valid.
• Actions to take when tuples expire - Likewise,
when tuples expire from a window, actions may be required to inform parent operators of this event. For
example, when a tuple expires from a DISTTNCT operator, a lIew tuple may need to be propagated to it."
parents.
Many window variants have been proposed. One consideration is the unit in which the windows arc expressed. There
are two basic approaches: time-oriented windows are defined using some notion of a clock that ticks independently
of tuple nrrivals (e.g., w = 1 minute), while tuple-oriented
windows are delined based on tuple counts (e.g., w = 50
tuples). A second consideration is the way in which the
bounds of the window move, Alternatives inc1ucle landmark

windows [13], where one end of the window StllYS fixed while
the other moves, sliding windows, where Lhe window size remaillS lixed and. the two window boundaries move smoothly
in unison one clement or time unit at-a-time, and hopping or
tumbling windows where the window si:r.e remains fixed buL
the window boundaries can move in a discontinuous fashion.
Each type of window has its own semantics and implementation issues. For concreteness, in this paper we focus on one
particular (and we believe, common) window type, namely,
sliding window.~ that are b11.~ed on time.

1.2

Contributions and Overview

The contributions of the paper can be summarized 11.<; follows:
1. \Ve present a definition of correctne.<;.s ror slidingwindow query plans and show how L]le sLraightforward
applicaLion of existing pipelined query processing tcchniques can result in incorrect or inefficient behavior.
2. We propose Lhree approaches for incrementally handling the pipelined execution of window query operators: Time Probing, Negative Tuples, and Hybrid.
The notion of negative tuples is novel, and we believe
that efficient implementations or this noLion could have
widespread applicability in data sLream query proCesl;ing engincs.
3. In order to support complete Query plans, we describe
new algorithms for the windowed DISTINCT, windowed Group-by, and windowed seL operators.

-1. We implement Lhese lechniques and algorithms in a
prototype sLream daLahase system.
5. \\'e describe an extensive set of experiments that compare the proposed approaches using the prototype.
The rest of thc paper is organized as follows. Sedion 2 describes the execution framework while identifying and motivating the need for sliding-window sLream query processing,
In Sedion 3, we inLroduce the three approaches for dealing
wiLh the pipelined execution of several window operators.
Section 4 introduces thc correctness measure and describes
algorithms for a variety of window operators. An implementation prototype of the proposed algorithms and the three
approaches are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents
an exLensive list of experiments that show the effect of the
various approaches. Related work in stream query processing is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 contains concluding
remarks.

2.
2.1

PRELIMINARIES
Context and Environment

In Lhis paper, we consider a centralized architedure for
stream Query procc-'iSing in which data sLreanlli continuously
arrive to be proce.<;.<;ed against a set of sLanding continuous
Queries. Streams are considered LO be unbounded seqllencc-~
of data iLems, which are time-stamped with the value of Lhe
current system clock when each data item arrives at the :;ystem. In some applications, data items may arrive with their
own timestamp and in any order (e.g., out of order). Stream
processing systems such 11.<; Aurora [I] propose the use of a

slack interval to account for the out of order arrival and produce ordered input stream. Once the inpuL is in order, our
proposed approaches can be Ilsed for these applications,
As slated in Lhe Introduction, ollr roeus in this paper is on
sliding window queries defined in terms of time units. Our
methods support 'Window Queries (WQ) containing a single
such window that is applied acro.<;." all input streams. Our
methods also support Queries comhining such stream data
wiLh regular (i.e., non-streamed) relaLions.
In our :;tream query processor, we employ the "stnamin stream-out" philosophy. The lII11in idea is thaL since the
input stream is composed of tuples ordered by some timej;tamp, the OlltPllt tllpl("_~ also appear fl." a stream ordered
by a timc."tamp, The notion of ordered OlltPllt is crucial in
Lhe pipelined evaluation, mainly ror LWO reasons: (I) The
decision of expiring an old tuple from a sLored state (e.g., a
sLored window of tuples in an online sliding-window AIAX
operation) depends on receiving an ordered arrival of inpuL
tuples. Otherwise, we may expire an old tuple early (e.g.,
potentially reporL an erroneous sequence of ma-..;:imum values). 'We will elaborate on this poinL fudher in Lhe next
section. (2) Some importllnt applications over data streams
require processing the input of their queries in-order (and
therefore, produce ordered Olltp\lt), This is c."pecially true
if the OlltPllt from the queries is used as an input stream
for further analysis, c.g., as in feedback control, periodicity detection, and trend predidion (paUerns of continuous
increase or decrease) in data sLrearm;.
A single WQ consist.'! of multiple operators. These operators execute in a pipclined fashion where the output from
one operator is incrementally added to tIle input of the next
operator in the pipeline. The operators are connected by
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queues and a scheduler schedules
Lhe execuLion of each operator. This execution model is typical in many stream processing systems such as Fjord [191,
Aurora [31 and STREAi\'f [22].

2.2

Correctness and Measures ofPerformance

To judge the corred execuLion of sliding window queries,
we first recall that a change in Lhe sliding Lime window, w, at
an inpuL sLream lfI<ly involve adding new tuples or expiring
old tuples, or both. A correct execution of a IVQ wiLh a
window 1lJ must provide for each time instance T ouLpUL
that is equivalent to Lhat of a snapshot query Q Lhat has the
rollowing properLies: (1) Q is a relational query consisting
of }IrQ with its window clause removed. (2) The input to
Q is the seL of input tuples that arrived during the time
interval T - Iwl and ']'. Similar notions of correctness have
been proposed in other systems, e.g., [25, 22J.
For tVQ whose output corresponds to Queries thaL produce a single value for each execution (e.g., aggregate
queries) the output in BrQ is the most recent tuple in the
output stream 1. For l¥Q whose ouLpuL corresponds LO
querics that produce multiple tuples for each execution (e.g.,
join, Group-By, DISTINCT, and Set queries) the output of
IVQ accumulates at the output stream over a period or execution time that is determined by the window size. Therefore, the output ofl¥Q at time T is the set of all the recently
produced (or to be produced) Luples in Lhe output stream
with timestamp beLween '1' - Iwl and T. We refer to the
lIn our system if an aggregate vahle expires and no inpuL
tuples exist in the aggregate window, a NULL tuple is produced,
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Figure 1: Qj.

output in this case a.<; the the window-output at '1'.
Note that, in an ideal ca.<>e, the answers for \VQ for a
timeT would be available instantaneously. We refer toT in
this crlse as the output create-time, '1'.,·."10' However, real
systems produce the output with some delay. We refer to the
output time in this ca:;e a:; the output relea$e time, Trrlrn,",.,
An important objective of any IVQ execution approach is
to minimize the output delay (i.e., Trrlrn.~ - T<r<al<).

2.3

Motivating Example: Retail Transactions

Consider a retail company with tens of stores in a single
geographic region. In a local headquarters of the company;
the strcam of sales transadiom from the individual stores
is collected over time for the purpose of on-line monitoring and analysis. A stream database systcm proces.ses the
stores' transactions to control real-time inventory, monitor
on-line transactions, and recommend on-line discount policies. This scenario is modeled a.<; multiple data streams,
where each stream (SalcsStream) repre:;ent:; a group of related stores. The schema of the transaction stream ha.,> the
form (StorclD, ltemlD, Price, Quantity, Timestamp), where
StorelD identifies the retail store, ItemIO is the sold item
identifier, Price and Quantity arc inrormation about the sold
item. TimeStamp indicates the arrival lime of the tuple;
timc.,>tamps are described in greater detail in the subseq\lent
section.
Problems with basic scheduling mechanisms
Ql.' For 8a[es8tream 8, continuolLsly report the total sales
of a set of items Ij)ith price.'i greater than .f in the last hour.
Figure 1 gives the SQL representation ilnd pipelined execution plan of Qj. Two straightforward scheduling approaches can be \ltilized to schedule the execution or the
operators in Ql: Input Triggered and Clock Triggered. In

the Input Triggered approach, operators are scheduled only
when they have input to process. This corresponds to traditional push-based scheduling of pipelined query plans. In
contrast, in the Clock Triggered approach, operator is scheduled to execute bascd on a regular clock tick.
Figure l(a) illustrates the Input Triggered approach for
QI. 8[,52, and 83 represent the input stream, the outPllt stream arter the selection operator, and the final output stream after applying the SUl\'1 operator, respectively.
Stream C represents the expected correct output from Ql
when the query reacts to the arrival of new inpllt as well as
the expiration of the tllpl,,_,> exiting from the sliding window.
For simplicity, in the example, we assume that tuples arrive
at equal intervalli. \Ve present the streams at times 'i'J, T 2 ,
and 11; in parts (I), (II), and (III) of Figure l(a). At 53,
the reported vahle for the sum is correct at times T) (28)
and T~ (20), but is incorred in between. For example, the
correct output at time T 2 is 22 (due to the expiralioll of
the old tuple 6). Similarly, at time T2 + I (not shown in
the figure), the carred SUl\'! is 13 due to the expiration of
tuple 9). However, because of the Input Triggered :>chedu[ing, the SUM operator will not identify its expired tnples
until receiving an inPllt at time T~, Note that the SUM
operator could have reported the missing values (e.g., 22
and 13) at time Ts. In this ca:;e, the output in 8.'3 at time
Ts will match the corred output. However, this is totally
dependent on the pattern of input data and will include a
significant delay. For example, in 83, if both 22 and 13 are
released immediately berore 20, the output delays for each
is T~ -T2 and Ts - T J , respectively. Thus, at best, the Input
Triggered approach would result in an increased delay of the
outp\lt.
On the other hand, in the Clock Triggel'ed approach, each
operator is scheduled at every time tick. \Vhilc this approach provide:> the expected output with no delays, the
practical implementation of this approach may produce nondeterministic results (Le., rp)';ults that depend on delays introduced by the system). Figure I(b) illustrate:> the Clock
Triggered approach for QI. We introduce a three clock-tick
delay between the time that the tuplc of value 7 is received
at 81 and the time it is received at 52 2 • Stream C represents the correct resulL,> when receiving ami processing the
input value 7 with no dclays (in this case the Stream C
will be similar to the case in Figure I(a) at time 15). As a
result of applying the Clock Triggered approach, the SU,vI
operator will expire tuple 5 at Til and produce an incon-cct
SUi\'1 8 in 83. Notice that value 8 never occurs in Stream C.
Moreover, the correct SUl\'I values of 20 and l:l (in Stream
C at time T~ aud 7/;, respectively) never appear in Stream
S3. Thus, the Clock Triggered approach IVould result in a
nondeterministic outpul.
Invalidation on tuple arrival.
Q2: For each sold item in SalesStream S and not in SalesStream R, continuou.sly report the maximllm sold quanlity
for the last h01J1".
Figure 2(a) gives the SQL representation and pipelined
execution plan for Q2. 8 and R represents the two input
streams to the I-HNUS operator, while 8 - Rand C represent the output and the corred an:;wer, re:;pectively. Until
time T), the i\HNUS operator provide:; a correel answer.
2Such delays arc likely to occm as each operator is scheduled
independently and tuples incur different processing speeds
by dilferent operators.
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scheduling approaches, e.g., the input- and Clock Triggered
'lpproaches may eilher skip output tuples, produce output tuples 'lfter lung delays, or produce incorred oulput.
(2) The intuitive semantics of some window operators, e,g.,
window i\HNUS and window DISTINCT, turn out to produce incorrect results. To the best of our knowledge, nOlle
of the previous stream processing system address both of
these issues.
We have developeci om stream qllery processor with the
following objectives:

",~~e'4F"~'"'"I"'\-!~~H'· TI-

1. To provide scheduling approaches ror pipelined window operators that adhere to the correctness measure
of executiun and avuids long periods of delayed nnswers.
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2. To classify sliding-window operators and provide a a
corred model of execution for the various classes.
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'We address both of these in the following section.
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Figure 2:

(a)Q~

and (b)Q:lo

However, at T 1 , A is added to R and therefore, A in no
longer a valid output in S - R. Notice that A was still
within the cUrJ"ent window when it became invalid. In this
case, the MINUS operator needs to invalidate a previously
reported output tuple. It can do so by generating an invalid
output tuple. V\'e represent the invalid output tuple as Ain the corred output of Stream C at 1'2. A- removes any
effect or the previously output A in Stream C.
Note that in this scheme parent operators of the MINUS
(e.g., Group-By in this case) must be able to react to the
arrival of an invalid tuple. Thus Q2 indicates that the incremental evaluation of window opcrators necds to incorporate
'l new type of output/input tuple, Le., invalid tuple...
Answer generation on tuple expiration
Q3: For SalesStream S, conlimwlLdy counl the number oj
di..linct item.. sold in the Itl.'ii hour.
Figure 2{b) gives the SQL representation and pipelined execution plan fOJ" Q3. 81, 82, and C represent the input
stream, the output stream after the DISTINCT operator,
and the correct output from the DISTINCT operator, respectively. 82 reports correct answers until T 1 • However,
at T 3 , tuple a in Stream S2 expires. Since tuple a was one
of the distinct tllples in Stream S2, the window-oulput at
Stream S2 in time T 3 does not reflect the correct distinct
values (compared to Stream C). Similarly, at lime T5, tuple
d expires from slream S2 and the distinct tuple in S2 (a
single tuple a) does not reflcct the correct distinct tuples at
1 5 (the distinct vahles at time T 5 nrc the tuples c,a, and d).
This incorrect output of the DISTINCT opemtOJ" is mainly
due to the fact thnt the operator ignore" the effect of tuple
expirntion. As the window slides, the input tuples in SI and
their corrcsponding output tuples in S2 are expired. \Vhile
the expired output tuples are still duplicates in the current
window, S2 provides no new output tuples to replace them.
Tlms, the output of DISTINCT becomes erroneous.
Discussion.
The incremcntal evaluation of QI, Q~
nnd Q3 illustrnte two major findings: (1) Straightforward

PIPELINED
NIQUES

EXECUTION

TECH-

In this section, we present our three approaches for
scheduling window operalors in pipelined query execution
plans. The first 'lppro'lCh (Time Probing) avoids the illCOJ"rect execution of the Clock Triggered approach presented in
Figure l(b). The second approach (Negative Tuple) avoids
problems f)..·;;,sociaterl with the Inpllt 1'riggered approach,
such f)..~ the delay of output tuple.<; presented in Figure I(a).
Finally, the Hybrid approach, 'lims (as would ue expected)
to obtain the advnntnges of both approaches while avoiding
their drawbacks.
The approaches require all tuples (both input and intermediate) to be timcstamped. In our model, these limestamps arc represented as intervals using two 'lttributes associated with each tuple: minimum timestamp minTS and
ma...:imum timeslamp maxTS. Timestamps nre assigncrl by
the query processor. For input tuples (i.e., base tuples rcad
direcl1y frum 'l strenm) minT8 and maxTS arc both set
to lhe current system dock time upon entering the qllery
processor. This time is caned the create time of the tuple
Tee."fc. Intermediate tuples that are created by Join operators are assigned timestamps as follows: 7IluxTS is set to the
largest of the m=TS v'llues of the tuples that contribute to
the intermedinte tuple and millTS is set to the smallest or
the minTS values of those tuples.
For reasons that arc explained in the rollowing sections,
the correctness of the three approache.~ requires that query
operators always produce their output tuples with max'l'S
monotonically increasing. This is important to lIIaint'lin the
notion of ordering during the pipeline execution.

3.1

Time Probing

Similar to the Clock Triggered approach described in
the previous section, the Time Probing approach (TPA for
lihort) uses a clock to enable operators to be scheduled even
if their input queues are emply. However, unlike lhe Clock
Triggered appro'lch, with TPA, nn opcrntor expires an old
tuple t only if it can be guaranteed that no tuple that arrives
subsequently at the operator will have a timestamp (either
minTS or maxTS) within the winclow size from l.
To verify this condition, the window operator searches
down (probes) to its descendants in the pipeline ror the old-

est tllple, say l", that has been processed. Since luples always arrive at an operator in incre11.~ing order of maxTS,
the window operator can use the maxTS of~" to determine
wIlether or not l can be expired. Let [wi be lhe window size,
then tuple l is expired during a time probe only if

"

.~

.......I ••~

t".maxTS - t.minTS > jwl
To implement TPA, every operator in the pipeline must
store the vahle of maxTS corresponding to the ja:;t processed (or probed) tuple. We refer tu this value as the LOC(lIClock of the operator. Furthermore, operators must provide
a mechanism to report their LocalClocks to their parent operator in the pipeline. \Ve extend the traditional operator
Herator interface (i.e., Opm(), Ge.tNfXl(), und C/ose()), to
include a new operator GflTimf(), which returns lhe value
of the LocalClock. GetTimeO for the leaf operator (Scan
operator) in the pipeline returns the current system clock if
no tuples are in the inpul slrealil.
Figure 3(a) illustrates this process (we omit tIle Scan operator to simplify the figure). Each operator periodically
calls CetTime() on its immediate child operators (one level
calling - no recllfsion) therehy updating its LocalClock.
The following code-segment illustrates the steps of execut+
ing a unary operator when scheduled using TPA. The input
tuple ha:; the form: t n =<LisLof..attrihlltc.~, TO = TupleOrder>. ExecOp is the operator algorithm (described in
detail in Section 4) and Statc is the set of local variables of
the operator (e.g., stored tuples, Aags, etc.).
If exists new tuple t" at the input stream
LocalClock = t" :rO.maxTS

ExecOp(t", LocalClock, State)
Else
LocalClock = ChildOperator.GulTimeO
ExecOp(NULT_, LocalClock, State)
EndIF
For binary operators (e.g., joins), LomlClock is the smallest
ma.'lTS of its input (or probed) children.
TPA may be hard to implement in Tnput Triggered (Le.,
push-based) schedulers of traditional query processors as
well <IS in recent stream data systems [2, 'I]. In Lhe following
~ection, we propose a scheduling approach Lltat overcomes
this drawback.

3.2

Negative Thple

The Negative Tuple approach (NTA for short) is inspired
by the faeL that, in general, window operators need to process illvalid tuples. Recall that the i\HNUS operator in Q2 of
FigJlre 2(0.) should invalidate Luple A at time T2 to provide
correel output. Higher operators in the pipeline could have
processed tuple A and should invalidate their corresponding
output as well. One can consider that an expired tuple is a
form of an invalid tuple, where an expired tuple is invalid
if it is no longer part of the current window. Therefore, we
propose a lilli/ann framework for executing window operators using the notion of nfgative tuples. In this section, we
focus on how to create and propagate negaLive tuples among
pipclined query operators. In Seelion 4.5 we describe the details of how each query operator processes a negative tuple.
One interesting observation (that we further expl<lin in
Section 4.5) is that having negative tuples reduces the overall complexity of designing a query operator, This is a consequence of the fael that the operator no longer needs the

(a)

(hi

(e)

Figure 3: A query plan with different scheduling approaches (a) Time Probing approach (window only operators) (b)Negative Tuple approach with no window op_
erators (c) Hybrid approach.

window constraint to guide its execution, e.g., to expire an
old tuple or to perform a binary uperation. ~...Iorcover, operators using NTA are scheduled in il. WilY that is exactly
similar lo those in the Illput 'lhggcred approach, Le., when
a tuple arrives at their input streams).
Since negative tuples are synthetic tuples, we add a lIew
operator, W-ExpiIT, to generate negative tuples for each input stream. W-Expire i~ placed at the start of the query
pipeline and stores all tuples that have arrived in the last
window. \V-Expire adds lIew tuples to its stored buffer then
forward~ them to the next operator in the pipeline. Furthermore, "V-Expire producc,> a negative tuple t- when a
stored t\lple t. expirf'_'>. t- has the same attributes of /. amI
is tagged with a special flag that indicates that the tuple is
negative. The tuple-order of t- is as follows: minTS equals
t•.minTS and lila-'ll'S equals t•.minTS + Iwl.
\V-Expire is scheduled either when nn input tuple arrives
or a stored input is expeeled to expire. \Ve illustrate NTA
for a continuous query in Figure 3(b).
NTA has many ad vantages. 1l provides a uniform scheduling interface for quer)' operator~ and eliminates the overhead of expiring tuple~ and verifying the window constraint
by each query operators. However, a naive and straightforward implementation of NTA res\llt,~ in nn additional overhead. NTA includes a new operator per input stream (WExpire) with extra memory, execution nnd scheduling overhead. Furthermore, tuples may he processed twice in the
pipeline (i,e., tlle first time as new tuples and the ~econd
time a.'> negative tuples), therefore doubling the number of
tuples traveling the pipeline. 'INc overcome the first overhead by implementing "V-Expire a.'> part of the Scan operalor. Therefore, "V.Expire is not schedllled separately.
In the following section we present a hybrid approach that
reduces the overhead of NTA.

3.3

Hybrid

One important obser\'ation is LhaL join operations do not
produce a new output when their tuples expire (notice how
this is different from Group-By and Aggregate operations,
which have La produce a new output when their tuples expire). As a result, the join operation in the NTA approach
simply propagates the negative tuples to Lhe parent operator in the pipeline. FurLhermore, the join cost for processing
negaLive tuples and constructing the output is significanL.
Therefore, by pili/illg-Up the \V.Expire operator just after
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Case 1

Case 2

t.

1) For all eX]1,-red tuples,t.
2)
Remove t, from H
3)
IJ t e is Jound in DL

-j
Case 4

Figure 4: Different relationships between tuples ill
input and output streams.

the join operations, the join overhead will decrease. Furthermore, \V-Expire would reduce the complexity of its parelll operators (e:;pecially when followed by multiple window

operators such as the DISTINCT, Gro\Ip-By, Aggregate and
Set operations). Moreover, pm;hing the join operation down
the pipeline is fl common approach in stream processing systems to incrcn..~e the po..'isibility of sharing the join between
multiple concurrent 'lueTic;; [8, Hi].
The operator scheduling in the hybrid approach is as follows: The pipelined position of \V-Expire constitutes a pal"lition point in the query plan where all operators thal follow
W-Expire are scheduled using the NTA approach. However,
the Time Probing appronch schedules all operators in the
child sub· tree that is rooted at the partition point. vVe illustrate the 11yhrid approach in Figure 3(c).

4. STREAM-IN STREAM-OUT WINDOW
OPERATORS
In this section, we presenL window-based algorithms for
window DISTTNCT, window Group-Hy, window Sel and
window join operaLions. All presented algorithm~ ndhere
to the measure of correctness introduced in Section 2.2 (i.e.,
operaLors alway~ maintain their window-output tuples equivalenl lo the output of a corresponding snapshot query).
Throughout thi,. section, we use the term positive tuples or
t+ for new tuples appended to Lhe sLream and the term
negative tuples or t- for expired or invalid tuples from the
sLream. t- removes the previous eITed of the corresponding expired or invalid tuple. Based on the type of inp\lt
and output tuples, we can identify the following [ollr cosc.~;
(Figure 4)
• Case 1: A positive tuple, ttUl' is produced nt the out-

pul stream as a result of a positive tuple,
added to the in[lut stream.
• Ca.~e 2: A negative luple,

tt",

=< Dc, TOe >, in 1-1

/. t e "as rl!portlld as distintt ./

m

Case 3

W-DISTINCT Algorithm

being

t;;,."

is produced at the
output stream as a resull of a positive tuple, t1;., being
added to the input stream.

• Case. 3: A posilive tuple, t~,,, is produced aL the ouL-

pul stream as a result of a negaLive tuple, tin' being
added to the input stream.

t;;"" is produced at the
olltPllt stream as a result of a negative tuple, t;;" being
added to the inpuL stream.

• Case 4: A ncgative tuple,

Differenl cases are relevanl lo different window operators.
For example, Cases 1 and 2 can arise in all window operalors

Remolle < Dc, TOe> Jrom DL
Probc II using the val"e.. in D,
IJ a malching tuple < Dc, TO" > i, Jound in T-l

4)
5)
6)

/. A duplicate of thl! I!xpired tuple
still oxists in the current ~indo~.
If multiple tuples have the same Dc>
choose onl! ...ith the maJtim\l1!l TO".min'/'S ./

Add < Dc, [TO".minTS, TOe.minTS + Iwl] >
to DL and to the output strentll.
EndIf
EndlJ
Ddete. tr.
EndFor
IJ lleW tuple < D n , Tan> e:risl-s at the input stream
Prohe H 1,sin!J the values fn D"
If no matching tuplc is Jound in 1-f
/. Tupll! < D",TO" > is distinct ./
Add < D n , TO" > to DL and to a,e output strmm
Eudl!
Add < D", TO" > to 1-f
EndIf

7)
8)
g)
10)
11)

12)
I.'!)
14)

15)
16)
17)
18)

(e.g., window aggregate and window join). In the next sections, we dC5cribe execution models for window operators
with different cas['_~. \Ve do not plan to cover all possible
operators. However, we present sample algorithms for a set
of window operators having different combinations of the
above cases.

4.1

Window DISTINCT (W-DISTlNCT)

Algorithm. Algorithm 4.1 gives the pseudo code of the
hash· based W-DISTINCT operator that takes an input of
the form < D, TO >, where D represents the valuc.~ of the
distinct aLtrihutes and TO is the tuple-order. The basic idea
of the algorithm is to produce a new tuple I. lo replilce <Ill
expired tuple tc, ift e was produced before ns a distinct tuple
and t is a duplicate for t e (Case 3 in Figure 4). The tupleorder of the outPllt tuples is assigned ot either Step (7) or
Step (15) of the Algorithm. The W-DlSTINCT algorithm
handles Case I and Case ,1 in Figure 'I. The \V-DISTINCT
AlgoriLhm uses Lhe following daLa slructures:
• Hash table, II: stores the distinct tuples in the current
window. The size of H never excceds the window si7.e.
• DisLineL LisL, IJD: sLores all ouLpuL disLineL Luples
sorted by Lheir minTS.
Example. Figure 5 utili7.cs the example pr['_~ented in
Figure 2(h) (Stream 51 only). Stream 52' is the proposed
correeL execuLion. \Ve use Lhe syntax < a, [6, 7J > to refer tu
tuple a wilh tuple-order [6,71. For equal vulues of the tU[lleorder we use one timestamp (e.g., < a,2 > for < a, [2, 2J ».
The window size Iwl equnls six clock ticks. In Figure 5 tuple
< a,2 > expires at clock time 8. However, tU[lle < a,2 >
wa." already reported as distinct. Since at clock time 8, value
a is still one of the distinct values in the current window,
we outpul luple < a,8 > as a new disLinct Luple (Stream
52' at Lime 8). VI'hile at Lime 8 we have two choices for Lhe
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Figure 5: Evaluation of W-DISTINCT operator.
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9.,A., TO. >,g'H.), in H
Remoue
Q", A~, TO~ >, 9H.) from II
Probe. H with ualue.s in 9.
If found a mate.hing e.,.try
g~,Ah,TOh >,Q1-l c )
1* Tho group still has non-expired tuples

1}

«

2)
.'1)
4)

«

and should report il:S nell o.ggrogato valuos 01

5)
6)

1)
8)

9)

I

W_Group_By Algorithm

10)
II)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Apply:T. for tuples i,. group g~ to get V.
Add < g~, V, [Q1-l~.minTS,TO~.minTS+ Iwl] >
to the output ..t,..,nm
Else. I~ The Group expires *1
Add<Q~,NULL,TO
•. minTS+I1UI>
to tILe output stream
Ddde. 91-l.
Pondif
Dele.te.
9.. A., TO. >,91/.)
EndFor
/f "cri.. t., ne.w tuple. < 9." A,,, TO" > at the input stream
Probe. JJ with ualu,,~ in Q"
If fomul" mate.llfng entn),
9n,A h , TO" >,9'H,,)

«

«

Do nothing oj
El.." 10 Tuplo < g",A", TO"
j~

distinct tuple 1.1. (Le., < 1.1.,6 > and < a,B », to optimize
the performance of the algorithm, we always choose (fmm a
set of cluplicate tuples) t]le tuple that is expecled to expire
last. III this way, OUtPllt distinct tuples will have extended
lifetime before expiring. Similar to the case when tuple <
1.1.,2 > cxpirc.~, we output tuple < d, [7, 10] > to replace
tuple < d,'l > that expires aL clock times 10. Notice that
we choose the tuple-order of tuple < d, [7, 10] > 511Ch that
minTS equals the minTS of tuple < d, 7 > in 81 and ma.xTS
cqllals the current lime.
Discussion.
One interesting obserl'atioll in \VDISTINCT is that the output rale from the W-DISTINCT
operutor never exceeds n~,?, where n.kcy i~ the total number of distincl tuples in the input strcam and Iwl is the
window size inUme units. Therefore, for high input rate, \VDISTINCT rcgulates the output rate. This ouservution supports the traditional optimization of pushing W-DISTINCT
down the query pipeline to limit the number of propagating
tuples.

4.2

Window Aggregate and

Group~By

16)
17)

18)
Ig)

20)
21)
22)

> forns a new group
Creote Q1-l" for Qn
f;ndlf
Add«91l,A",TO Il >,Q'H,,)/oH
Apply:T" for' tuples in group 9n to gc.l V,
Add < Q, V, IQ1-l~.minTS,TOn.ma",) >
to the. output stream
EndIfd

-j

values of the group attributes, A reprc.~ent the values of
the ag!-';regate attributes (attribute a; E A if a; appears in
the Aggl·Pnl(n.l) ... AggrFn,,(a,,) IisL of the SQL SELECT
clause), and TO is the tuple-order of the input tuple. For
Simplicity, we use
to represent the nggregate functions
Aggl'Pnl(')"'" AggrFn ll ( . ) . Also, wc also usc V to refer to set of results after applying function
on the group
tuples.
Discussion. To comply with the measure of correctuess
in Section 2.2, our proposed incremental evaluatioJl of \VCroup-By has the following properties:

r

r

Similar to W-DISTINCT, the correcl execUlion of window aggregatc (\V-Aggrcgate) and window Croup-By (\VCroup-By) may produce a new positive outPllt tuple when a
tuple expires (Case 3 in Figure II). In this seclion, we focus
on the \V-Croup-By operator a." \V-Aggregate is a special
case of W-Croup-By with a single group.
Algorithm. Algorithm 4.2 gives the pscudo code of WCroup-By opcrator. The W-Croup-By algorithm utilir.es
the following data struclures:

1. \V-Croup.By react." for every change in the input window content.".

• GroupHandle, g1{ (one for cach grollp): stores the
stllte of the current group such a." current aggregate
value." and the smallest minTS among all tuples in the
group(Q'H.minTS).

'tb address the last property, W-Group-By assigns the tupleorder for the output tuples (either Step (8) or Step (21) of
the Algorithm) sllch that only the output tuples that helong
to the current window are part of the rcsult, Furthermore, a
basic assumption is that the latc."t output value for a group
ovel7'ides any previous value for the same group. This a.~
sllmption must be considered by any operator that accepts
the output from \V-Croup-By as its input (e.g., nested subqueries).

• Hash table, II: stores all tuples in the current Willdow
hoshed hy values in their grouping attributes. An entry in H stores the tuple and the corresponding Q'H
and has the form: « g,A, TO >, g'H).
We prescnt the W-Croup-By Algorithm whilc considering
a general execution framework that can support any aggregate funclion (e.g., SUt-I, COUNT, }'{EDIAN ... etc). Input
tuples have the form < g, A, '1'0 >, where g reprc."ents the

2. The \V.Croup-By produe.es a NULL tuple for a group
G that is no longer part of the current output (i.e., all
tuples E G expire).
3. Operators followcd hy '"V-Croup-By are able to distinguish those tuples that belong to the current \V_
Grollp-By rc."ult from the output stream.

4.3

Window Set Operations

The window UNION (W-UNION) operator is straightforward and can be implcmented with little modification

AlGOJUTHM <1.3.

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)
11)

12)
1:1)

:-~

W-MINUS Algorithm

For all expired tuples, t __ =< A" TO~ >, from Ifs 0,. If I/.
I~ Expired tuples from different streams must
bo procossod in tho ordor of their expiration +1
If to from strenm R
Rr,mo~t; t~ from HI/.
If no duplicates fo,. to exists in li I/.
I~ Expiring tupla from R may ganonto
nail output tuplas from S +1
Probe lis with values in A o
Por all matching tuples, < A o , Tal, > in lIs
ildd < A o , [TOll.minTS, TOo.mi"TS + Iwl] >
to tILe output stream
F:ndPo,.
EndlF
Elsel+ t e is from stream S 01
Remove to from Hs
EndiF
Delete to

14) EndF",.

/5) If exists new tuple l" =< An, TO" > at the input stream of S
/6)
Add t" to lIs
17)
Probe liR with values in An
18)
If no matclilng is fomul ill lil/.
19)
Add t n to Ihe output .,lream
20)
End/f
21) Endif
22) if exists new tl'ple t" =< A", TO" > at the input .dream of R
23)
Add t n to HR
24)
If t" is unique in lI ll
25)
Probe lis with li"lues in An
26)
Fo,. all matching tuples < A", Tall> in B s
27)
Add invalid tuple < An, [TO".minTS, TO".m"T-TS] >
to the output .,trt'1>m
29)
EndFor
28)
Endif
:10) EndI!

using Lraditional UNION operator. However, W-UNION
lllllst procc."S input tllplcs From different sources in-order
(increasing ma.x. TS) and expire lhe old tuples. On the other
hand, the window jvlINUS (\V-!dINUS) and window INTERSECT (W-INTERSECT) operators are quite involved,
\V-INTERSECT has similar Cases to those of W-GroupBy. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the \"l-l\HNUS
operator.
Algorithm. Algorithm /1.3 gives the pseudo code of
the duplicate-preserving ,"V-:MINUS operator (e.g., MINUS
ALL). The dllplieate-Frcc version of the operalor can be easily implemented by having a \V-DISTINCT operator following the W-MINUS. Invalid luple.s are Lagged wilh a special
flag lo be distinguished from uutput tuples. The invalid
tuple is imporlant only for Llle operators that follow the
\V-MINUS (if any). The processing of invalid tuplc.s is describcd in detail in Section 11.5. The W-MINUS Algorithm
slores the input tuples for streams Sand R in the hash
lables 11 s and 1111., respectively. \Ve consider input tuplcs
of the form: < A, TO >, where A represents the attribllte
values and 1'0 is the tuple-order. The tupborder for an
output tuple is specifie<l at Step(7), Step(I!)) and Step (27)
of the Algorithm while the invalid tuple arc generated at
Step (27).
Discussion. The W-~UNUS uelwccll slreams Sand R
produces in the output stream tuples in S that are not included in R during the last window, Recalling the example
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Figure 6: W-Join.

in Figure 2(a), \V-!vIlNUS can produce invalid output luple
it n~ceivc.~ a new input tuple (Case 2). Furthermore, \Vi\HNUS can produce new oulput tuples when a previously
input tuples expires (Case 3). For example, consider an expired Luple to from Stream R that has no dup1icatc.~ in
However, t~ has duplicale luples in Stream S. All duplicate
tuples in 5' lIlusL be reporled as new output when tuple t,
expires. In addition to Cases 2 and 3, ,"V·i\JINlJS also exhibits Cases I and 4. Therefore, the \V-MINUS operalor
presents all the Cf\.5{,_'i of Figllre (I.
[1"-

n.

4.4

Window Join (W-Join)

Binary join iteratc.~ over all tuples in one inpul source (lhe
ouler data source) and retrieves all matching tuples from
the inner daLa source. For joining data streams, a symmetric evaluation is more appropriate than the fixed-ouler
evaluation since both side.'i of the join can ad as ouler to
perrorm the join. The exlension of the symmelric approach
for '"V-Joins over data streams is pre.~enled in [1'1, 18].
'"V-Join needs to address Ca8EB I and" in Figure 4. WJoin needs to process luples in increasing maxTS and assigns luple-order for ils oULput tuples as follows: The minTS
equals the minimum value of minTS for all joined input tuples. The maxTS equals the maximum value 0/ ma.,TS for
all joined input tuples. FigJlre 6 illuslrates lhe s~'mmetric
evaluation of \V-Join assuming window size of five dock
ticks. The output tuples arc presented at each execution
time. The \-V·Join execution at time S starts at top diagram
in the second column of FigJlre 6.

4.5

Processing of Invalid and Negative Tuples

The proposed algoriLluns for window operators do not
consider the case lhal they may receive an invalid or a negalive Luple. Therefore, we modify the proposed algorithms
for window operators to process invalid and ncgative tuples
as follows (we refer to the original tuple (before invalidalion)
as t and the corresponding invalid or negative luple as C):
For project (with duplicales) and selecl operators, t- is processed in the same way as t (e.g., project out some attributcs
or apply the selection predicate). For operators that maintain stored state (e.g., join and aggregate), t is first removed
From the stored state 0/ the operator (e.g., hash lable, list,
,., etc). Afterwards, lhe processing or t- differs depending
on the type of the operalor.
For the \".'-DISTINCT operalor, t- falls into two cases:
In the firsl ca.se, t+ was reported as distinct in the output
stream (Le., t+ is found in the distinct list). ThereFore, C
must be reported again as invalid in lhe outpul stream. In
addition, C may generate a new positive oulpul (similar

to case when expiring an old tuple in Algorithm 4.1, Steps
1-11). In the second case, t+ was not reported as distinct
in the outPllt stream (i.e., t+ is found in the distinct list).
Therefore, tllCre is no need to report t- in the output stream.
For W-Croup-By and W-Aggregate, the proce.<;sing of iwould generate a new output. The generated output represents the aggregate value over the new stored state (after
removing tuple t+). For a \V-llirTNUS operator between two
streams Sand R, the processing of /,- is as follows: If C
appears in input stream S, then t- is produced in the output if t+ mutches no tuples in H/I. If C appears in input
stream R, and no dllplicate exisLo; for t+ in fiR then for each
matching tuple in 5 produce a corresponding invalid outPllt
tUlJle. Finally, for W-Join, C from one stream joins with
matching tuples in the other stream and IJroduces invalid
joined tuples (if any).

s.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

To stlldy the performance of the proposed approaches
and algorithms, We implemented them inside a prototype
slream data management system, based on a version of
PREDATOR [2:i] extended for stream proce..o;sing, Streaming is introduced using an abstract data type st"cam-type
that can present sonrce data types with streaming capabilities. To connect a query execution plan with an 111lderlying
stream, we introduce a StITarnScan opcmtor to communicate
with the stream table and retrieve new tuples. To schedule
the operntors, we implement each operator (including the
StreamScan operator) as a separate thread that is scheduled preemptively by the 0lJernting system. The operators
communicate with each other through a network of FIFO
queues. Although ollr proposed approaches and algorithms
can be arlapted easily to work with user-controlled scheduling, we choose the operating system thread library for the
following reasons: (I) Simplicity (no need for a complex
user-defined scheduler). (2) To accommodate new types
of operators recently proposed for stream query proce."-~
ing with intra.schedlliing capabilities such as XJoin [28],
PMJ [121, [21], and Shared W-Join [16J.
We implemented the W-DISTINCT, \V-Aggregate, WCroup-By and \V-Set algorithms presented in Section 'I. For
the \V·Join operator, we used a hash-based implementation
similar to [1,1]. V,,Ie augmented each window operator with
the capability to process invalid tuples. Invalid tuples are
tagged with special flags to distinguish them frollI input tuples (negative t\lpk~ are tagged similarly). The window operators in the Time Probing approach arc scheduled periodically.
To study the Negative Tuple approach, we implemented
the negative tuple version of all tllC above-mentioned operators. We added two implementations of the W-Expire: (1)
as part of the StreamScan operator and (2) as an indepen.
dent operator. We use the first implementation of\V-E:xpire
in the Negative Tuple approach. The Hybrid approach 1IS{'~o;
the second implementation of \V-Expire. In the Negative
Tuple approach, the arrival of an input tllple triggers operator scheduling.
The query execlltion plan is constructed using multi-level
biliary join operations on the stream!! and relations in the
FROi\I e1ause. The Aggregate, Croup-By and mSTINCT
operalors are added as separate operators. Vie introduce
the Set operators to the original code of PREDATOR.
The window specification is added as a special construct

for the query syntax as was shown in the examples of Fig1 and 2.

11f['_~

6. EXPERIMENTS

"
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Figure 7: Execution plans for workload queries.
In this section, we compare tIle performance of the three
proposed approaches for pipelined sliding window queries
(i.e., Time Probing, Negative Tuples, alJd IIybrid approaches) against the Input Triggered approach. Om measures of performance Ufe the average and maximum output
delay (described in Section 2.2). To show the performance
of the proposed approaches on different wiudow operators
(e.g., the window operators described ill Section 4), we consider a workload of live dilferent queries given in Table I.
"Ve present the execution IJlans for the workload queries in
Figure 7, The queries follow the schema from the motivating
application in Section 2.3. In addition, we use two relational
tables that store favorite items (FavoriteTtems) and favorite
stores (FavoriteStores). The schema for Favoritellems and
Fa\loriteStores tables is a single attribute (primary key) for
ItemsID and StorelD, respectively.
Unless mentioned otherwise, the predicate selectivity for
QI and Q2 are set to 0.25. The window join selectivity in
Q'~ is 0.6 (the overall selectivity in Q'~ is"" 0.1) and the join
selectivity in QJ, Q'1, and Q5 is 0.1. All the experiment.o;
were run on Intel Pentium ,j CPU 2.4 CIIz with 512 :'I'IR
RA!vI running \Vindows XP. We use synthetic data streams
where the inter-arrival time between two data items follows
the exponential distribution with mean>. tuples/second.

6.1

Different Query Workloads

FigllTe 8 gives the output delay for the five workload
queries (Table 1) when scherluled using the Input Triggered,
Time Probing, Negative Tuple, and Hybrid approaches. \Ve
using synthetic input streams with average arrival rate of
10 tuples/second. The Hybrid approach is not applicable
for Q\ where there are no joins operators. In all queries,
the Input Triggered approach incurs signilicant delays (0.85
seconds on average and '1.8 seconds ma.ximum). The Time
Probing, Negative Tuple and Hybrid approached give comparable performance. However, tIle Time Probing approach
always provides the smallest olltPllt delay, followed by the
Hybrid approach and finally tlle Negative Tuple approach.
For Q2, the Negative Tuple approach has higher rcsponse
time compared with those of the Time Probing and Hybrid approaches. The reaBon is that Q2 includes a \V-Join
(an expensive operator). Processing both new and negative
tuples by the \V-join increasc.~ processing lime and output
delily. The Hybrid approach gives improved performance
similar to tllat of Time Probing. For Q4, the Time Probing
approach haB better performance compared to the Negative Tuple and Hybrid approaches. The rcason is that tlle

Table 1: Workload Queries.
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Figure 8: Summary for Workload Queries.
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6.2

Depth of the Pipeline

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) give the average and ma..ximum
output delay incurred by Q2 when increasing the number of
joined streams from 2 to 5. In Figure lO(a), the Input Triggered approach gives the worst performance. This is mainly
because as the pipeline gets deeper, a Ie&; number of tuples
is expected to travel up the pipeline. Thus, the Input Triggered approach will not be refreshed frequently. The Negative Tuple approach h11.<; lower performance compared wi tIl
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\V-Gro\lp-By operator is an expensive operator. Doubling
the traffic bandwidth by proceSl;ing new and negatille tuples
resulLs in an increased overhead when using the Negative
Tuple and Hybrid approaches.
Figure 9 gives the performance of the schechlling approaches for different arrival rates (from ;, to flO t11pies/second) when applied for Q3 and Q4. Othcr qucries
give similar performancc meflsllfes as Q3 and Q'l' The performance of all approaches converges as we incre11.<;e input
arrival rates. This behavior is expected whcre higher input
rates produce more tuples to propagate up in the pipeline.
Hence, refreshing the stored state of windol\' operators and
producing output tuples with shorter delays. However, the
Input Triggered approach still provides higher output delay compared to the other approaches. The main re11.<;on is
that the Input Triggcred approach is much constrained by
the underlying operator selectivity. Q3 shows liLLie improvement in the Input Triggered approach while increasing the
input rate, mainly because Q3 has a DISTINCT operator
followed by the Aggregate operator (COUNT). The DISTINCT operator, as illustrated in Section 4.1, regulates the
output rate even for higher input rates (i.e., never exceeds
a threshold output rate even while incrcasing the input arrival rate). Therefore, the improvement of performance in
the Input Triggered approach significantly reduces iI5 the
DISTINCT operator is executed earlier in the pipeline. The
Time Probing approach has the lowest output delay in all
the queries with little improvement as we incre11.~e t110 input
rate.

(b)

o•

"

Figure 11: Changing predicate selectivity.

the Hybrid and Time Probing approaches. The main reason is that the Negative Tuple approach almost doubles the
nllmber of tuples flowing in the pipeline. Thus, 11.<; the number of \:V-join operators increascs, the overhead of doubling
the traffic increases. The Hybrid approach performs similar
to to that of Time Probing up to pipeline depth f OUT. For
a pipeline with depth live, the Time Probing approach Il<1s
better performance than that of the Hybrid approilch. This
is mainly the re~;ult of the scheduling ollerhead introduced
by the Hybrid approach (W-Expire imposes one additional
operator to schedule).
The maximum O\ltput delay in Figure lO(h) has similar
trend 11.~ that of Figure IO{a), however, with higI10r values
of the output delays. This experiment illustrates the effectiveness of the Time Probing, Negatille Tuple, and Hybrid
approaches over the Input Triggered approach. Also, the experiments illustrate the superior performance of the Hybrid
approach compared to the Negative Tuple approach.

6.3

Changing Selectivity

Figure II(a) and 11 (b) give the eITect of changing the seleclillity (from 0.1 to I) on the average and ma.ximum output delay, respectively, when using the different scheduling
approaches. \Ve present only the results of the experiment
for QI since similar performance is obtained from the other
queries. \Vith the increa.se in selectivity, all t]1O scheduling
approaches have low output delays. This is a rc.~llit of having
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Figure 9: Output delay for Q3 and Q.l'
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Figure 12: Output Throughput.

more tl1pl('~" through the pipeline. With selectivity 1.0 (i.e.,
110 filtrntion), all the scbeduliIl~ approaches have the same
performance. This indicates that for simple queries that do
not have allY filtration, the Input Triggered approach can
be candidate for scheduling, Other scheduling approacl]('~"
have a slight increase in the output delay with the increase
in selectivity. This is mainly due to the additional processing overhead incurred by the Time Probing, Negative Tuple,
and Hybrid approaches.

6.4

Output Throughput

In this section, we measure the execuLion speed of the
various scheduling approaches. To measure the execution
speed, we run the workload queries using very high input
rate (more than the ma.\. "imum capacity of the available system resources). Then, we measure the number of tuples
produccrl by each approach in a unit time. Figures 12(a)
and 12(b) give the execution time neerled by the scheduling approach to output up to ,10K tuples for QI and Q'l,
respectively. Notice that, for Ql the Hybrid approach is inapplicable (no joins). We use synthetic data streams with
arrival rate of 2056 tuples/second.
For QI, the Input Triggered approach provides the smallest execution time followed by Time Probing. The main
reason is that Time Probing includes additional overhead
of probing child operators. The Negative Tuple approach
clearly gives higher execution time that increases as we receive more output tup!cs. For Q4, the lnput Triggererl, Time
Probing and Hybrid approaches provide comparable performance with little advantage for Time Probing at higher output values. The execution time of the Negative Tuple approach increases exponentially for the same re<Ison as in Q 1.

7.

RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss the related work in the areas
of sequence databa.<;cs, temporal databases, and continuous
query evaluation of streams and append-only relations.
Sequence Datahases and Temporal Databa.<;es are well-
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stlldied areas of research in the databa<;e literature. Seshadri
et al. [24J present the SEQ morlc! and implementation for
sequence databases. In this work, a sequence is defincrl as
a set with a mapping function to an ordered <lomain. Jagadish et al. [17J provide a data model for chronicles (i.e.,
sequences) of data items and discuss the complexity of executing a view described by the relational algebra operators.
The focus of both these efforts was on stored timC'-onlererl
data rathcr than on the pipelined processing of live data
streams.
Snodgra<;.s [25J addresses handling of time in traditional
rlataba.<;f'_o;. His seminal work includes a SQL formulation
to evaluate complex predicates anrl joins over the time attributes. Temporal join [29] and Band-Join [ll], are join
operators that usc a distance-guided predicate (similar to
window join).
Industrial-strength DBMS with extensible inrlex structures and optimh:ed buffer management can he considered
a.<; strong candidates to evaluate temporal queries on IHrgc
stored sequences of input data. Push-ba:;ed execution of
query operators a.o; execution threads connected by queues
is lh;ted by Graefe in [15] as one design alternative followed
by traditional database systems. Duplicate-elimination and
the effect of early DISTINCT operators on reducing proces.sing work is addressed in [7). Early work on extending
database systems to process Continuous Queries is I>rcsented
in Tapestr.1' [26], which investigated the incremcntal evaluation of queries over append-only databases. None of these
efforts addressed the execution of queries with windows.
As stated previously, stream query processing is currently
bcillg arldressed in a number of systems s\lch as Aurora [3],
Telegraph [5] and STREAi\or [22J. l\ 11 of these projects have
recognized the need for windows to make queries over data
streams practical. To date, however, these systems have
focused Oil input-triggered approaches and have not detailed
how they address the problems with that approach that we
identified earlier in the paper. Thus, our work is largely
complementary to these other projects.
Finally, work on punctuating data streams [271 is related
to our Negative Tuple approach, howcver, s\lch punctuations
as dC.'icribed in that work havc been lIsed to delineate Hmong
groups of tuples, rather than referring to a single tuple a<; in
our al>proach. Thus, the optimizations that we proposed in
the Hybrid scheme were not investigated in that work.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

Pipelillcd execution of sliding window queries is at the
core of emerging architectures for continuous query processing over data streams. Correct execution of multiple windowed and pipc!ined operators is essential for implementing

a reliable query execution engine and benchmarking the performance among different stream processing systems.
\Ve have described a correctness mCflSllre for the pipelined
execuLion of sliding window qlleries. V·le proposed three
scheduling approaches to gllaranLee the correct execution.
The Time Probing approach synchronizes the local clock of
each operator ba.~ed on the mosL recent processed or probed
tuple. The Negative Tuple approach use:; the new idea of
propagating a special Luple (negalive tuple) to undo t1weffect of the expired tuples. The Hybrid approacll mixes the
techniques in Time Probing and Negative Tuple to improve
performance. Among all the proposed approaches, the Negative Tuple approach was the simplest to implement. Vole
also d{'_~cribed the different relaLionships betwccn input and
ouLpuL Luples using the positive-negative tuple paradigm.
This helps in identifying various clflSs~ of sliding window
operaLors.
We presented incremental algorithms for window DIST1NCT, window Group-By, and Window IIHNUS as examples of different classes of sliding window operaton;. \Ve described how each operator processes both positive and negative tuples to maintain correct execution. 'Ne performed experimenL~ based on an implementation of the three proposeu
approaches and nlgorithms in a prototype stream Dn;vIS.
The results showed that the proposed scheduling algorithms
provide more than an order of magnitude reduction in output delays when compared to the Input Triggered scheduling
approach. Remarkably, this performance is achieved at low
input stream arrival rate.
In Lerms of future work, we believe that Lhe negative luple,
in addition Lo being essellLial for correct execution, provides
a Imiform framework to describe sliding window operations.
Ba.~ed on the idea of the Negative Tuple approach, we plan
Lo sLudy traditional and new optimb:atiolls in sLream query
proc~l!.Sing and how it can be applied for processing sliding
window qucries over data streams.
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